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Abstract

Data race is one of the most common concurrency issues in OS kernels, and it can cause severe problems like system crashes and privilege escalation. Therefore, detecting kernel races is important and necessary. A critical step of kernel race detection is to identify locking rules that which variable should be protected by which lock. However, due to insufficient documents of kernel concurrency, it is challenging to identify accurate locking rules, causing existing approaches to produce many false results in kernel race detection.

In this paper, we design a new static analysis approach named LR-Miner, to effectively detect data races in OS kernels by mining locking rules from kernel code. LR-Miner consists of three key techniques: (1) a field-aware mining method that constructs and statistically analyzes the structure field relation between locks and accessed variables, to mine accurate locking rules from kernel code; (2) an alias-aware checking method to detect data races that violate the mined locking rules; (3) a pattern-based estimation strategy to estimate the security impact of the found races and identify harmful ones. We have evaluated LR-Miner on two popular OS kernels including Linux and FreeBSD, and it finds 306 real races with a false positive rate of 19.9%. Among these found races, 200 are estimated to be harmful, and 61 of them have been confirmed by kernel developers. 10 harmful races have been assigned with CVE IDs.

1 Introduction

To utilize multiple CPU cores in modern computer systems, OS kernel code is often concurrently executed for high performance, but inevitably introducing the risk of concurrency issues. Data race is one of the most common concurrency issues in OS kernels, and it can cause severe problems like system crashes and privilege escalation. Many well-known kernel vulnerabilities [22–25] are caused by data races. For example, Dirty COW [24] is a dangerous vulnerability caused by a data race in memory-management subsystem of Linux kernel. By exploiting Dirty COW, the attacker can maliciously corrupt critical memory and even obtain root privilege. Thus, for security and reliability, detecting data races in OS kernels is important and necessary.

Static analysis is a high-coverage and effective technique of bug detection, without actual execution of the tested program. Many existing approaches [1,2,10,31,32,43,52,61,70] focus on static analysis of user-level applications for race detection. Indeed, different from applications actively executing code, kernel code is often passively executed via system calls invoked by upper-level applications [9,67]. Thus, kernel concurrency is actually caused by application concurrency in many cases, without having explicit operations of thread creation and termination like applications do. However, these existing approaches require such thread operations to perform concurrency analysis, and thus they cannot effectively check kernel code to perform static race detection.

To detect kernel races, a few existing approaches [3, 14, 29, 64, 73, 74] perform static lockset analysis according to kernel concurrency. They assume all the functions can be concurrently executed or require the user to provide guidance about code concurrency, and then use static lockset analysis on concurrent functions to detect races. However, these approaches report many false races, and most of the found real races are benign and thus have no harmfulness. Indeed, their unsatisfactory results are caused by three main limitations:

(L1) They fail to identify accurate locking rules, namely which variable should be protected by which lock. In fact, a data race is often caused by missing necessary lock protection, and thus identifying locking rules is a critical step of race detection. If locking rules are unavailable or inaccurate, static lockset analysis will blindly search code paths and thus produce many false results in race detection. However, due to insufficient documents of kernel concurrency and complicated logics of kernel code [6,54,60], it is difficult for these existing approaches to statically identify accurate locking rules.

(L2) They fail to consider accurate alias relationships in static lockset analysis. Such alias relationships involve both locks and accessed variables, which are main objects handled...
by static lockset analysis. If such alias relationships are neglected or inaccurately identified, static lockset analysis will make mistakes in checking the accessed variables protected by the related locks, and thus produce many false results in race detection. However, due to complex data structure usages and complicated control flows in kernel code, it is difficult for these existing approaches to identify and consider accurate alias relationships during lockset analysis.

(L3) They never estimate the security impact of the found races. A data race can be benign or harmful [44, 62]. Benign races are deliberately introduced by developers to improve the efficiency of concurrent execution, and they are expected to cause no security problem when being triggered. Only harmful races have security impact and can cause security problems, and thus identifying such races is valuable for concurrency bug detection. However, these existing approaches fail to check the influence of racy variables on possible code execution, and thus they cannot automatically identify harmful races from the produced results.

To solve the above limitations and improve static analysis of kernel race detection, we propose three key techniques:

(1) Field-aware mining method. To solve L1, our method automatically mines accurate locking rules from kernel code, by constructing and statistically analyzing the structure field relation between locks and accessed variables. In OS kernels, data structures are commonly used to share data between concurrent functions [54, 63]. In this case, a shared variable and its protection lock are often represented as different fields but in the same data structure. Based on this concurrency feature, our method analyzes each lock usage and variable access involving data structure field, to identify locking relation, namely which variable is actually protected by which lock in the code. To improve analysis accuracy of data structure fields, our method identifies locking relations based on field graphs that represent access paths [17, 45]. Then, for each variable in locking relations, this method statistically calculates the proportion of the accesses to this variable protected by each involved lock among all the accesses to this variable. If the proportion is large enough, indicating it is very likely that this variable should be protected by the involved lock, which is the locking rule mined by our method. Such locking rules are used for subsequent kernel race detection, and they can also help improve the documents of kernel concurrency.

(2) Alias-aware checking method. To solve L2, our method performs static lockset analysis to detect data races that violate the mined locking rules. To improve accuracy, our method performs flow/context/field-sensitive and inter-procedural alias analysis, to identify and utilize accurate alias relationships involving both locks and accessed variables. To improve efficiency, our method creates and uses function summaries containing alias relationships to perform inter-procedural checking. Moreover, our method performs SMT-based validation of code-path feasibility for each reported race, to reduce false positives in race detection.

(3) Pattern-based estimation strategy. To solve L3, our strategy checks the racy-variable usage of each reported race, based on some representative patterns that can cause security bugs like null-pointer dereferences, double fetch issues, etc. Our strategy can automatically estimate the security impact of the reported races and identify harmful ones.

Based on the above three techniques, we design LR-Miner (Locking Rule Miner), a new static analysis approach, to effectively detect data races in OS kernels by mining locking rules from kernel code. LR-Miner has three stages shown in Figure 1. LR-Miner first uses our field-aware mining method to mine accurate locking rules from the kernel code; then uses our alias-aware checking method to detect races according to the mined locking rules; and finally uses our pattern-based estimation strategy to identify harmful races from the found races. We have implemented LR-Miner with LLVM [53], and it performs automated analysis on the LLVM bytecode. Overall, we make three technical contributions in the paper:

- To improve static analysis of kernel race detection, we propose three key techniques: (1) a field-aware mining method that constructs and statistically analyzes the structure field relation between locks and accessed variables, to mine accurate locking rules based on field graphs that represent access paths [17, 45]. Then, for each variable in locking relations, this method statistically calculates the proportion of the accesses to this variable protected by each involved lock among all the accesses to this variable. If the proportion is large enough, indicating it is very likely that this variable should be protected by the involved lock, which is the locking rule mined by our method. Such locking rules are used for subsequent kernel race detection, and they can also help improve the documents of kernel concurrency.

- Based on these key techniques, we design a novel static analysis approach named LR-Miner, to effectively detect kernel races by mining locking rules from kernel code. To our knowledge, LR-Miner is the first systematic static analysis approach that detects kernel races by mining accurate locking rules and identifies harmful races.

- We have evaluated LR-Miner on two popular OS kernels including Linux and FreeBSD. It in total mines 2.7K locking rules from kernel code, and finds 306 real races with a false positive rate of 19.9%. Among the found races, 200 are estimated to be harmful as they can cause security problems, and 61 of them have been confirmed by kernel developers. 10 harmful races have been assigned with CVE IDs. We also perform experimental comparison to multiple existing static approaches of kernel race detection (including Relay [74], RacerX [29] and CPALockator [3]). The results indicate that LR-Miner finds many real races missed by these approaches, with fewer false positives.
2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first introduce kernel race and its static detection, then study data structure usages for kernel concurrency, and finally introduce how to use locking rules in static analysis for kernel race detection.

2.1 Kernel Race and Static Detection

Kernel race. To guarantee the correctness and security of kernel concurrency, a shared variable accessed by concurrently-executed threads should be protected by necessary synchronization primitives like locks. Otherwise, when at least one thread writes the shared variable during concurrent accesses, a data race can occur, causing the value of this shared variable to be uncertain.

In fact, a data race can be benign or harmful [44, 62]. Benign races are deliberately introduced by developers to improve the efficiency of concurrent execution, and they are expected to cause no security problem when being triggered. In comparison, harmful races are dangerous and can cause security problems. These harmful races may corrupt critical kernel data and affect important execution paths, and thus can lead to system crashes, privilege escalation, etc. Many well-known kernel vulnerabilities [22–25] are actually caused by data races. Thus, for security and reliability, detecting data races in OS kernels is important and necessary.

Static detection of kernel races. Static analysis is a popular and effective technique of bug detection, and it can conveniently analyze all the possible code paths of the tested program without actual execution. For this reason, static analysis can achieve higher detection coverage and find many bugs missed by runtime testing. In fact, many existing approaches of static analysis have produced promising results of kernel bug detection, but most of them [8, 34, 51, 57, 71, 76, 85] focus on detecting bugs in sequential code, and thus cannot detect kernel races in concurrent code.

A few existing approaches [3, 14, 29, 64, 73, 74] use static lockset analysis to detect kernel races, but they report many false races, and most of the found real races are benign and thus have no harmfulness. Indeed, their unsatisfactory results are caused by three main limitations: (L1) lacking the identification of accurate locking rules (namely which variable should be protected by which lock), (L2) neglecting accurate alias relationships in static lockset analysis, and (L3) lacking the estimation about the security impact of the found races.

Among the three limitations, we believe L1 is the most important one, because locking rules directly reflect kernel concurrency and thus determine basic analysis process of race detection. However, there are lots of variables and locks in kernel code, and thus it is error-prone and time-consuming to consider all these variables and locks when identifying locking rules. L2 heavily affects the accuracy of race detection, and L3 is related to the importance of the found races.

2.2 Structure Usages for Kernel Concurrency

In OS kernels, data structures are commonly used to share data between concurrent functions [54, 63]. In this case, a shared variable and its protection lock are often represented as different fields but in the same data structure. Figure 2 shows three examples of this concurrency feature in Linux:

In Figure 2(a), the structure lpfc_hba is used by Linux lpfc SCSI drivers. In this structure, the lock field hbalock actually protects some other fields, including fcf, according to code implementation and our discussion with kernel developers.

In Figure 2(b), the structure hid_driver is used by the human interface drivers in the Linux kernel. In this structure, the lock field dyn_lock protects the list field dyn_list, as described in its definition comment.

In Figure 2(c), the structure address_space is used by the filesystems in the Linux kernel. In this structure, the integer field nrpages is protected by the lower-layer nested field i_pages->xa_lock, as described in its definition comment.

We believe this feature can help to describe locking rules in a simpler way, without considering all the accessed variables and locks in kernel code. Specifically, when a lock and a variable are different fields in the same data structure, they may have protection relation. In this way, a locking rule is specifically described as: which data field should be protected by which lock field. As for the accessed variable and locks in unrelated data structures, we consider that they have no protection relation and thus neglect them when identifying locking rules. Though using this simpler way, identifying locking rules from kernel code still has two main difficulties:

(D1) As shown in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c), the code comments clearly describe the locking rules of some structure fields. However, many parts of kernel code are not sufficiently commented or documented [6, 54, 60] (Figure 2(a) is such an example that has no code comment about locking protection), and thus just analyzing code comments and kernel documents is insufficient and infeasible to identify locking rules.

(D2) As shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), the lock field and its protected data field are in the same layer of data structure. However, this phenomenon is not always correct. For example, as shown in Figure 2(c), the protection lock...
violates the locking rule, and thus a data race occurs. This race

However, in the function lpfc_unregister_fcf_rescan

is found by our approach LR-Miner, and has been confirmed

is not protected by the lock

is a lower-layer nested field of the data field nrpages, but they are both in the same structure address_space. Thus, it is necessary to consider different layers of nested structures when identifying locking rules.

Figure 3: Example of locking rule usage.

2.3 Race Detection Using Locking Rules

We illustrate how to utilize locking rules for kernel race detection, by using the lpfc SCSI driver in Linux 6.2. From Figure 2(a), we have a locking rule that the data field fcf should be protected by the lock field hbalock in the structure lpfc_hba. In Figure 3, the three functions lpfc_linkdown, lpfc_mbx_cmp_reg_fcfi and lpfc_register_fcf all protect the variable phba->fcf.fcf_flag using the lock phba->hbalock, and thus they conform to the locking rule. However, in the function lpfc_unregister_fcf_rescan, the variable hba->fcf.fcf_flag is not protected by the lock phba->hbalock in any calling context of this function, which violates the locking rule, and thus a data race occurs. This race is found by our approach LR-Miner, and has been confirmed and fixed by the related kernel developers.

Inspired by the example, we can detect kernel races by checking the lock usages and variable accesses according to locking rules; if there is a violation of the rules, a possible data race will be reported. However, achieving this idea still faces three main challenges:

(C1) How to identify accurate locking rules? As described in Section 2.2, identifying locking rules is difficult, due to insufficient kernel documents/comments and complex structure layers. LockDoc [54] is the sole existing systematic approach of identifying locking rules in OS kernels for race detection, and it is based on dynamic analysis. It analyzes the execution traces of the provided workloads, to identify locking rules. However, due to the limited code coverage of the provided workloads, LockDoc misses many execution situations for the analyzed traces, which affects the accuracy of the mined locking rules. In our opinions, static analysis can conveniently analyze all the possible execution situations without actual kernel execution, and thus it can be used to identify accurate locking rules. RacerX [29] is the sole static approach that can identify simple locking rules from kernel code, but its used techniques (like field-insensitive and non-alias analyses) are imprecise and non-systematic for locking-rule mining, and thus it has a high false positive rate of over 40% in its race-detection experiments. As a result, it is important but challenging to systematically mine accurate locking rules in OS kernels.

(C2) How to effectively check locking rules? In kernel code, due to heavy use of pointers and data structures, the alias relationships between variables can be very complex. On the one hand, if such alias relationships are neglected or inaccurately identified when checking locking rules, many false results would be produced in race detection. On the other hand, the OS kernel is large-size and has lots of functions, and thus checking locking rules by identifying and considering accurate alias relationships can be quite time-consuming. For these reasons, improving both the accuracy and efficiency of locking-rule checking with alias relationships is challenging for kernel race detection.

(C3) How to identify harmful races from the results? As described in Section 2.1, a data race can be benign or harmful, and only harmful races can cause security problems. Several approaches [44, 56, 62, 77] control thread scheduling and analyze execution traces of the tested programs, to reproduce the given races and estimate their security impact. However, because thread scheduling of concurrent programs has much non-determinism, these approaches cannot always stably reproduce and effectively analyze all the given races. In our opinions, static analysis is a feasible way of identifying harmful races, because it does not require race reproduction and can achieve high analysis coverage. However, we find that this way has not been well explored so far.

3 Key Techniques

To address the three main challenges mentioned in Section 2.3, we propose three key techniques. For C1, we propose a field-aware mining method that constructs and statistically analyzes the structure field relation between locks and accessed variables, to mine accurate locking rules from kernel code. For C2, we propose an alias-aware checking method to detect data races by checking whether a variable access violates the mined locking rules. For C3, we propose a pattern-based estimation strategy to estimate the security impact of the found races and identify harmful ones. We will introduce these three techniques as follows:
3.1 Field-Aware Locking-Rule Mining

Method design. We design our method inspired by an existing dynamic analysis approach LockDoc [54], which analyzes the execution traces to identify locking rules about structure fields. Similar to LockDoc, our method has two basic steps: (S1) It first analyzes each lock usage and variable access involving data structure field, to identify locking relation, namely which data field is actually protected by which lock field in the code. (S2) For each data field in locking relations, it statistically calculates the proportion of the accesses to this data field protected by each involved lock field among all the accesses to this data field; if the proportion is large enough, it considers that this data field should be protected by the involved lock field, which is a mined locking rule.

However, our method is based on static analysis, and has two significant differences compared to LockDoc:

1. LockDoc requires the user to provide various workloads for trace analysis; but due to limited code coverage of these workloads, LockDoc misses many execution situations for the analyzed traces, which affects the accuracy of the mined locking rules. To solve this problem, our method should statically mine locking rules from kernel code, without the requirement of workloads or execution traces.

2. LockDoc never considers nested structures, so it cannot identify the locking rules involving the fields in different layers of nested structures. However, such locking rules are common in kernel code, like the example in Figure 2(c). To mine such locking rules, our method should accurately analyze the fields in different layers of nested structures. For this purpose, we use a new description form named field graph to describe the relation between each data field and lock field in structures (including nested ones).

Field graph. This form is based on access path [17, 45], to represent the relations between different structure fields (including nested ones). We introduce it as follows.

A field graph is defined as \( FG = \langle N, E \rangle \), where \( N \) is a set of nodes, and each node represents a field. Note that a field can be in the lower-layer structure. \( E \) is a set of edges, and each edge is labeled with a field and represents how a lower-layer field is accessed from a higher-layer structure. For convenience, a basic data type like char, int or float is regarded as a special structure that only contains a single field. For a nested structure with multiple layers, accessing a lower-layer field from a higher-layer structure can be expressed as an access path from the node representing the higher-layer structure to the node representing the lower-layer field. Fields in different functions with the same access path are regarded as identical fields. In a field graph, two fields in different layers are in the same structure if the nodes representing them have a common ancestor.

Field graph is updated by handling each arrow operator (\( \rightarrow \)) and dot operator (\( . \)). For example, for each instruction like \( v_2 = v_1 \cdot f \), our method inserts an edge labeled with \( f \) from the node representing \( v_1 \) to the node representing \( v_2 \). After this operation, \( v_2 \) can be expressed as an access path \( v_1 \cdot f \).

Example. Figure 4(a) shows a part of the exynos4-is driver code in Linux 6.2. We use this example to illustrate how to build a field graph and how to check whether two fields in different layers are actually in the same structure with the built field graph. Take the instruction \( \text{fimc = } \text{sd} \rightarrow \text{dev} \text{priv} \) at Line 1472 as an example, it gets the field \( \text{dev} \text{priv} \) (represented by \( n_1 \)) and then assigns this field to \( \text{fimc} \) (represented by \( n_2 \)), so our method inserts an edge labeled with \( \text{dev} \text{priv} \) from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \), indicating that the lower-layer field \( \text{fimc} \) can be accessed through the access path \( \text{sd} \rightarrow \text{dev} \text{priv} \) from the higher-layer structure \( \text{sd} \). After handling all arrow operators in the code, our method figures out the final field graph shown in Figure 4(b). Take the fields \( \text{ff} \rightarrow \text{width} \) and \( \text{fimc} \rightarrow \text{lock} \) as an example, they are represented by \( n_7 \) and \( n_8 \) separately, and these two nodes have a common ancestor \( n_2 \) which represents the higher-layer structure named \( \text{fimc} \text{dev} \). Therefore, the two fields are identified to be in this common structure. To indicate the relation between the two fields, we use access paths to them from their common ancestor (namely \( \text{fimc} \text{dev} \cdot \text{vid} \text{cap} \cdot \text{ctx} \cdot s \text{frame} \cdot \text{width} \) and \( \text{fimc} \text{dev} \cdot \text{lock} \)) to represent these fields. For convenience, in the remaining examples of this paper, the inner access path \( \text{vid} \text{cap} \cdot \text{ctx} \cdot s \text{frame} \cdot \text{width} \) is omitted, and the structure fields such as \( \text{fimc} \text{dev} \cdot \text{vid} \text{cap} \cdot \text{ctx} \cdot s \text{frame} \cdot \text{width} \) will be represented as \( \text{fimc} \text{dev} \cdot \text{width} \).

S1: Locking relation construction. Based on field graph, locking relations can be identified by checking whether the accessed variable of each variable-access instruction is in the same data structure with the held locks. To get the held locks at each variable-access instruction, our method performs a static lockset analysis. Typically, lockset analysis maintains a set of locks held at each program site, and updates the set according to lock-acquire/release function calls. Specifically, when encountering a lock-acquire function call, our method adds the acquired lock of this call into the lockset; and when encountering a lock-release function call, our method drops
CollectLockingRelation(func)
Input: func – Analyzed function in the kernel code
Output: LR set – Set of the collected locking relations

1. field_graph := ∅;
2. lock_set := ∅;
3. LR_set := ∅;
4. foreach code path cp in func do
5. foreach instruction inst in cp do
6. if inst is a lock-acquire/release function call then
7. lock_set := LockSetAnalysis(inst);
8. elseif inst is an arrow operation then
9. field_graph := UpdateFieldGraph(inst);
10. elseif inst is a variable-access instruction then:
11. var := GetAccessedVariable(inst);
12. access_type := GetAccessType(inst);
13. foreach lock in lock_set do
14. anc := FindCommonAncestor(var, lock, field_graph);
15. if anc is not NULL then
16. AP_anc := GetAccessPath(var, anc, field_graph);
17. AP_lock := GetAccessPath(lock, anc, field_graph);
18. insert [AP_anc, AP_lock, access_type, cp] into LR_set;
19. end if
20. end foreach
21. end if
22. end foreach
23. end foreach
24. return LR_set;

Figure 5: Process of collecting locking relations.

the handled lock of this call from the lockset. To collect locking relations, when encountering a variable-access instruction, for each lock l in the lockset, our method checks whether the accessed variable v and the lock are different fields but in the same data structure, by checking whether the nodes representing v and l have a common ancestor (representing a common higher-layer structure) in the field graph. If so, our method records a locking relation <AP_v, AP_l>, where AP_v means the access path from the common higher-layer structure to the variable v, and AP_l means the access path from the common higher-layer structure to the lock l.

Figure 5 shows the process of collecting locking relations. It creates a locking relation set LR_set, which stores all locking relations. Each element in the set is a triple [l_r, type, cp], where l_r is the constructed locking relation, type is how the data field involving in the locking relation is accessed (either a write or a read) and, cp is the code path of the locking relation. Like existing approaches [6, 51], this process starts from each function that has no explicit caller function in kernel code. Note that this process performs inter-procedural analysis, by combining the code paths of the callee and caller functions to get complete code path. Given a code path of the analyzed function, for each instruction in the code path, this process performs lockset analysis, updates field graph or constructs locking relations according to different types of the instruction (Lines 5–22). Specifically, for a lock-acquire/release function call, this process updates the lockset (Line 7). For an arrow operation, this process updates the field graph according to the handled instruction (Line 9). For a variable-access instruction, this process first gets the accessed variable and the access type (Lines 11–12). Then, for each lock in the lockset, this process traverses the field graph to find a common ancestor of the accessed variable and the lock (Line 14). If a common ancestor is found (Line 15), this process gets the access paths from the ancestor to the accessed variable and the lock (Lines 16–17), and records them as a locking relation (Line 18). Besides, the access type and the code path are also recorded for subsequent locking rule mining.

Example. Figure 6 illustrates how our method constructs locking relations for the example code in Figure 4. In Figure 6(a), in the code path 1468→1486→1487→1491 (denote as CP1), the lock fime->lock is acquired at Line 1484, and thus it is added into the lockset. Then, the code accesses five fields including fmt->pad, mf->width, mf->height, ff->width and ff->height. However, in Figure 6(b), only the two nodes representing the data fields ff->width and ff->height (n7 and n8), and the node representing the lock field fime->lock (n9) have a common ancestor (n2). Take ff->width and fime->lock as an example, the access paths from the common ancestor to the nodes representing them are fime_dev...width and fime_dev.lock, and the access is a read. Thus, our method inserts [<fime_dev...width, fime_dev.lock>, read, CP1] into the locking relation set. Similarly, our method also inserts [<fime_dev...height, fime_dev.lock>, read, CP1] into the locking relation set for the access to fime_dev...height.

S2: Locking rule mining. After collecting locking relations, for each data field involved in them, our method statistically calculates the proportion of the accesses to this data field protected by each involved lock field among all the accesses to this data field, to mine locking rules. We observe different functions can have quite different numbers of code paths. Thus, distinguishing locking relations by code paths may be unfair for diverse functions, which can reduce the accuracy of locking rule mining. To address this problem, our method distinguishes locking relations by calling contexts, like existing approaches [42, 58]. Specifically, given a data field AP_v and a lock field AP_l, our method first counts the number num_protected of calling contexts containing the locking relation <AP_v, AP_l>.
from the locking relation set returned by CollectLockingRelation() in Figure 5, and then counts the number num_all of all the calling contexts containing accesses to AP, using a dataflow analysis. If the proportion of num_protected among num_all is larger than a threshold $T$ (set to 0.7 in this paper, as described in Section 5.1), and at least one of all the accesses is a write, our method mines a locking rule $\langle AP_v, AP_l \rangle$ that the data field $AP_l$ should be protected by the lock field $AP_v$.

**Example.** In Figure 7, our method collects four accesses ($num_{all}$) to fimc_dev...width, including one write and three reads, three ($num_{protected}$) of which are protected by the lock fimc_dev.lock. Thus, the proportion of $num_{protected}$ among $num_{all}$ is 0.75. As the proportion is large, our method infers the data field fimc_dev...width should be protected by the lock field fimc_dev.lock, and mines a locking rule $\langle fimc_dev...width, fimc_dev.lock \rangle$. Similarly, our method mines another locking rule $\langle fimc_dev...height, fimc_dev.lock \rangle$ for accesses to fimc_dev...height.

### 3.2 Alias-Aware Race Checking

**Method design.** Due to heavy use of pointers and data structures in large-scale kernel code, static race detection can be inaccurate and time-consuming. Inspired by DLOS [7] that detects kernel deadlocks, we use function summaries to reduce the time of inter-procedural analysis. However, DLOS uses an intra-procedural and flow-insensitive alias analysis, which can introduce much inaccuracy. To improve accuracy and efficiency, we propose an alias-aware checking detection based on field graph (in Section 3.1). It uses a flow/field-sensitive intra-procedural analysis to construct field graphs representing alias relationships, detect races in single function and create a function summary containing alias relationships. When detecting races across functions, it performs a context-sensitive inter-procedural analysis with such summaries.

**Representation of aliased variables.** Our method focuses on alias relationships involving locks and accessed variables, based on their field graphs. Specifically, in a field graph, the aliased variables are represented by different access paths ending with the same node. However, for lockset analysis involving alias relationships, it is necessary to use one common access path to represent multiple aliased variables. Indeed, the locks and accessed variables shared by different threads often come from function arguments [5, 64]. Thus, our method selects one access path starting from the node representing function argument, to represent these aliased variables.

**Intra-procedural analysis.** Based on the above representation of aliased variables, our method performs lockset analysis and race detection by handling the following instructions:

- For each lock-acquire/release function call, our method first extracts the access path $AP_l$ of the handled lock $l$, and then performs lockset analysis with $AP_l$ for this call.
- For each variable-access instruction, our method first extracts the access path $AP_v$ of the handled variable $v$. Then, for each locking rule $\langle AP_v, AP_l \rangle$ mined in Section 3.1, our method checks whether $AP_l$ is in the lockset. If not, a rule violation is reported as a possible race.

After analyzing a function, our method creates and maintains a function summary for inter-procedural analysis. This function summary records the access paths and related instructions for all the lock-acquire/release function calls and variable accesses in the analyzed function. Formally, a function summary can be defined as a set of pairs $\langle inst, AP_v \rangle$, where $inst$ is an instruction of lock-acquire/release function call or variable access, and $AP_v$ is the access path of the variable handled by $inst$.

**Inter-procedural analysis.** When encountering a function call, our method first looks for the summary of the called function. If not found, our method performs intra-procedural analysis of the called function and creates its function summary. Then, our method instantiates the function summary by replacing each formal argument with actual argument. Finally, the instantiated summary of the called function is spliced to the call site of the caller function and stored as a part of the summary of the caller function.

During inter-procedural analysis, our method uses lockset analysis and detects the violations of the mined locking rules as possible races, like intra-procedural analysis.

**Example.** Figure 8 illustrates how our method detects races across multiple functions, using the mined locking rule in Figure 7. This figure shows three functions and their partial instructions. Suppose that the analysis order of our method is $set_frame_crop \rightarrow __fimc_capture_set_format \rightarrow fimc_subdev_set_fmt$. After analyzing $set_frame_crop$,
our method records two variable accesses at Lines 514 and 515 in its function summary. When analyzing the function call to set_frame_crop at Line 1043 in the function __fimc_capture_set_format, our method first calculates the access path of the actual argument ctx->s_frame, namely fimc.vid_cap.ctx.s_frame, and then replaces the formal argument f in the function summary of set_frame_crop with the calculated access path to instantiate variable accesses in the summary. Finally, our method splices the instantiated variable accesses to the function summary of the caller function __fimc_capture_set_format, and then checks whether the instantiated accesses violate the minded locking rules. In this example, the two accesses to the fields fimc_dev...width and fimc_dev...height are not protected by the lock fimc.dev.lock, which violates the minded locking rules in Figure 7. Thus, our method reports two possible races here. When analyzing the function call at Line 1566 in fimc_subdev_set_fmt, the function summary of set_frame_crop is reused to avoid repeated analysis of the definition of set_frame_crop, which can reduce the time usage of race detection. In fimc_subdev_set_fmt, the accesses are all protected by the lock fimc.dev.lock acquired at Line 1554, and thus our method reports no race here.

## 3.3 Pattern-Based Harmfulness Estimation

**Method design.** Inspired by Portend [44] that reproduces and identifies harmful races, we estimate the security impact of the found races by analyzing code information. Different from Portend that executes the tested program to analyze trace information, we aim to statically analyze source code for security estimation without program execution. For this purpose, we propose a pattern-based estimation strategy that performs propagation analysis of the racy variables, according to some representative patterns that can cause security problems. Overall, our strategy has two main steps:

### S1: Identifying racy-variable accesses

The alias-aware race checking method in Section 3.2 reports the variable-access instruction of each found race. If this instruction is a read, this step just passes this access into the next step. If this instruction is a write, namely other reads of the racy variable can be affected due to the uncertain value caused by this write, this step identifies the racy variable, and uses a field-based analysis [6,37] of the kernel code to identify other accesses that possibly read the racy variable. These accesses are all handled in the next step.

### S2: Checking usage patterns from racy-variable accesses

For each racy-variable access identified by S1, this step performs a flow/field/context-sensitive inter-procedural analysis starting from the access, to analyze the propagation of the racy variable and check its usage. The found race is considered to be harmful, if the racy variable’s usage satisfies one of the following patterns:

- **P1) Null-pointer dereference (NPD): affecting NULL assignment or check.** When the racy variable is a pointer that is assigned or checked by NULL, the concurrent access of this pointer may cause a null-pointer dereference. We select this pattern because many reported kernel vulnerabilities (like CVE-2023-31081 [26] and CVE-2023-46862 [27]) are caused by this pattern, and they can lead to DoS attacks. Figure 9(a) shows an example of this pattern.

- **P2) Error handling bypassing (EHB): affecting error check.** When the racy variable affects a branch check of error handling, the race can make the kernel abnormally bypass error checks to access the resources already released by other threads due to error occurrence. We select this pattern because error handling are necessary but error-prone in OS kernels [41,57], and error handling bugs can lead to DoS attacks, memory corruption and other security problems. Figure 9(b) shows an example of this pattern.

- **P3) Undefined behavior (UB): affecting multiple branches.** When the racy variable affects multiple (≥3) branches, the race can cause kernel control flow to be non-deterministic at runtime, which may lead to undefined behaviors. We select this pattern because some existing fuzzing approaches [42,79] for kernel race detection reveal the security impact of such races. Figure 9(c) shows an example of this pattern.
4 LR-Miner Approach

Based on the three key techniques introduced in Section 3, we design a new static analysis approach named LR-Miner, to effectively detect data races in OS kernels by mining locking rules from kernel code. We have implemented LR-Miner with the Clang compiler [18] to perform static analysis on the LLVM bytecode of OS kernels. Figure 10 shows the architecture of LR-Miner, which has four phases:

Phase1: Code compilation. First, the Clang compiler compiles the kernel source code into LLVM bytecode. During the compilation, the operators “.” and “->” are all compiled to LLVM getelementptr (GEP) instructions. Then, the information collector scans each LLVM bytecode file to record the information about each function (including function name and function definition position) in a database. The information is used in the subsequent phases for inter-procedural analysis across source files.

Phase2: Locking-rule mining. The locking-rule miner uses our field-aware mining method to mine locking rules from kernel code. The mined locking rules are recorded in a readable form, to help detect races and understand the restriction of kernel concurrency.

Phase3: Race detection. The race detector uses our alias-aware checking method to detect the violations of the mined locking rules as data races. Note that for a given race, there may be multiple code paths from the entry function to its problematic instruction, and thus many repeated races can be reported. To drop repeated results, for a new possible race, the detector checks whether its problematic instruction is identical to any existing race. If so, this possible race is considered to be repeated and dropped.

Phase4: Harmfulness estimation. The race estimator uses our pattern-based estimation strategy to estimate the security impact of the found races and identify harmful ones. Note that a race can simultaneously satisfy two or more patterns presented in Section 3.3, so the estimator matches it with the most suitable pattern according to the usage of racy variable. Global variable handling. In kernel code, some global locks are used to protect global variables, and they are unrelated to function arguments. To handle such situations, LR-Miner specifically introduces a virtual node in the field graph, and this node is the ancestor of all global variables and locks. In this way, the accessed global variable and the global protection lock have a common ancestor, and thus they can be normally handled during locking rule mining and race detection.

Atomic access handling. To ensure the atomicity of variable accesses in concurrent execution, some special functions and macros (like atomic_inc and READ_ONCE in the Linux kernel) are used. If such a function or macro is encountered during static analysis, LR-Miner neglects the related variable accesses in race detection.

False positive dropping. On the one hand, similar to existing approaches of kernel bug detection [7, 8, 51], LR-Miner uses an SMT solver Z3 [84] to validate code-path feasibility during static analysis, which can drop false races caused by infeasible code paths. Specifically, for each possible race, LR-Miner translates instructions in the related code path into constraints using the Z3 grammars, and then checks whether these constraints can be satisfied. If not, LR-Miner regards the possible race as a false positive and thus drops it. On the other hand, similar to existing approaches of kernel race detection [29, 64, 74], LR-Miner drops the races occurring in the functions for kernel-module initialization and removal, by matching function names with keywords like “init” and “remove”, as such functions are expected to have no concurrency during module execution.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate LR-Miner on the two OS kernels including Linux (version 6.2) and FreeBSD (version 14.0), and their versions are the latest minor releases as of our evaluation. Table 1 shows their information, and source code lines are counted by CLOC [19]. For the Linux kernel, we use the kernel configuration allyesconfig to enable all kernel code for the x86-64 architecture. For the FreeBSD kernel, we use the GENERIC configure file for the x86-64 architecture. We run the evaluation on a regular x86-64 desktop with sixteen Intel i7-10700 CPU@2.90GHz processors and 64GB physical memory.
We run LR-Miner to automatically mine locking rules, detect kernel races and estimate their harmfulness. The proportion threshold $T$ used by our field-aware mining method is set to 0.7 in the evaluation. We select this value as it can help LR-Miner achieve good accuracy of race detection, according to our experience of kernel development and detection results of small-scale code bases. The user can conveniently change this threshold as needed. Then, we manually check all the races found by LR-Miner. Table 2 summarizes the results, and we make the following observations:

**Code analysis.** LR-Miner in total analyzes 17.2M lines of code in 26.7K source files, within 32 hours. The remaining 6.2M lines of code in 21.2K source files are not analyzed, because they are not enabled by the configurations for the x86-64 architecture. We believe that LR-Miner can find more kernel races, if these source files can be compiled with proper configurations for other architectures.

**Locking-rule mining.** LR-Miner identifies 68.9M locking relations from the code of the two kernels. By analyzing these locking relations and the related variable accesses, LR-Miner mines 2.7K locking rules (including 1.6K in Linux and 1.1K in FreeBSD) indicating which data field should be protected by which lock field. Besides race detection, we believe that these locking rules can also help to improve the documents about kernel concurrency and benefit the secure development of new kernel code.

**Race detection.** Based on the mined locking rules, LR-Miner finds 382 kernel races, including 341 in Linux and 41 in FreeBSD. 11.1K false races are dropped, because their code paths are infeasible (8.9K) or their caller functions have no concurrency (2.2K). We spent 18 hours on checking these races, and identified 306 of them (including 273 in Linux and 33 in FreeBSD) to be real. Thus, LR-Miner achieves a false positive rate of 19.9%, which is lower than many existing static approaches of kernel race detection [3, 29, 64, 73, 74].

**Efficiency improvement.** During race detection, LR-Miner uses function summaries to avoid repeated analysis of the same functions. Specifically, to perform inter-procedural analysis, LR-Miner handles called functions for 69.9M times, 66M (94%) of which are handled by reusing function summaries, without the need of analyzing function definitions again. Thus, race-detection efficiency is largely improved.

**Harmful race estimation.** For the 306 real races, LR-Miner first identifies 1,508K accesses to the racy variables in kernel code, and then estimates the security impact of these races by analyzing the identified accesses according to four patterns introduced in Section 3.3. LR-Miner identifies 200 harmful races (173 in Linux and 27 in FreeBSD). Specifically, 37 can cause null-pointer dereferences (NPD), 65 can cause error handling bypassing (EHB), 60 can cause undefined behaviors (UB), and 38 can cause double fetch (DF) issues.

**Race distribution.** We classify all the real and harmful races found by LR-Miner, according to the category of the kernel part containing the race. Table 3 shows the distribution results of the real and harmful races. We find that drivers have over 60% of the real and harmful races, indicating that drivers are more error-prone than other kernel parts and thus deserve more attention in race detection. We also classify the driver races by driver class, and show the result in Table 3. We find that network and SCSI drivers together have over 40% of the real and harmful races in all drivers, possibly because these drivers have more concurrent code than other driver classes.

**Harmful race reporting.** We reported all the 200 harmful races to kernel developers, and 61 of them (including 51 in Linux and 10 in FreeBSD) have been confirmed. We are still waiting for the response of the remaining ones. Moreover, 10 harmful races have been assigned with CVE IDs. Some kernel developers also expressed their interests of integrating LR-Miner in their continuous integration (CI) testing systems to help detect races during kernel development.

**Security impact of the found harmful races.** We manually check these races and find that: 37 NPD races can cause null-pointer dereferences, leading to DoS attacks; 65 EHB races can bypass error handing to cause use-after-free vulnerabilities due to accessing the resources released by other threads, leading to memory corruption; 60 UB races can make kernel control flow non-deterministic to cause undefined behaviors, leading to DoS attacks; 38 DF races can cause double fetch issues where the checked value and used value are inconsistent, leading to restriction bypassing and memory corruption.

---

**Table 1:** Information about the two checked OS kernels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Source files (*.c)</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>28.3K</td>
<td>14.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>19.6K</td>
<td>9.2M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Analysis results of the two OS kernels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>FreeBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code analysis</td>
<td>22.5K/28.3K</td>
<td>4.2K/19.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code lines (analyzed/all)</td>
<td>13.9M/14.2M</td>
<td>3.3M/9.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locking-rule mining</td>
<td>1.1K/1.1K</td>
<td>0.5K/0.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race detection</td>
<td>57.1M/12.8M</td>
<td>12.7M/7.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors (path/concurrency)</td>
<td>4.4K/1.2K</td>
<td>4.5K/1.7K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raced races (real/all)</td>
<td>273/141</td>
<td>33/31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmfulness estimation</td>
<td>1,381K/12.7K</td>
<td>382/10.0K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>103.3m</td>
<td>56.9m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locking-rule mining</td>
<td>10.04m</td>
<td>48.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race detection</td>
<td>10.04m</td>
<td>48.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmfulness estimation</td>
<td>76.26m</td>
<td>30.35m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total charge</td>
<td>213.84m</td>
<td>96.32m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Distribution of the found races.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Filesystem</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>SCM</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Races</td>
<td>29 (9%)</td>
<td>36 (12%)</td>
<td>198 (65%)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>43 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>19 (10%)</td>
<td>29 (15%)</td>
<td>126 (63%)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>26 (13%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 False Positives and Negatives

**False positives.** LR-Miner reports 76 false races in the two kernels, for four main reasons:

- **R1** LR-Miner mines some false locking rules due to over lock protection of the data field that should not be protected. In a data structure, if a lock field is often used to protect many other fields, LR-Miner will mine the related locking rules. But in fact, only one specific field should be protected while the other fields are not, and thus some mined locking rules are actually false, causing 53 false races to be reported.

  We infer that over lock protection is introduced, as the related developers fail to identify which data fields should be protected by a given lock field, and thus just blindly add lock protection for extra fields together. Although over lock protection hardly causes security bugs, it can reduce kernel concurrency and degrade OS performance. Thus, it is meaningful to detect over lock protection in kernel code.

- **R2** In order to reduce memory overhead and accelerate data passing across different functions, an integer can be divided into several bit vectors to represent different data structure fields in kernel code. However, in the LLVM bytecode, the accesses to these vectors are divided into a load and several bit operations. At present, LR-Miner cannot correctly distinguish the accesses to different structure fields in this case, causing 14 false races to be reported.

- **R3** In some kernel functions, special assertions are used at the entry of these functions, to guarantee that the required lock is held. However, LR-Miner does not specially handle these assertions, and thus maintains incorrect locksets during analysis, causing 6 false races to be reported.

- **R4** LR-Miner still errs when handling some complicated cases, like checking the accesses to array elements via non-constant indexes and validating path feasibility related to complex arithmetic conditions. This reason causes 3 false races.

**False negatives.** LR-Miner may still miss some real races for three main reasons:

- **R1** LR-Miner maintains and checks locksets by analyzing the arguments of lock-acquire/release function calls, but some lock-acquire/release functions (such as rcu_read_lock and rcu_read_unlock in the Linux kernel) have no argument in the calls to them. Thus, LR-Miner neglects the calls to these functions during locking-rule mining and race detection, which may miss the related real races.

- **R2** Some locks are represented as array elements that are used via non-constant indexes (such as dev->locks[i]) in kernel code, and analyzing these locks is error-prone. Thus, LR-Miner neglects such locks during lockset analysis to reduce false positives, but may miss the related real races.

- **R3** Some locks are customized in special forms like reference counts and condition variables, instead of calling lock-acquire/release functions. Thus, LR-Miner cannot handle such locks, which may miss the related real races.

5.3 Case Studies of the Found Harmful Races

Figure 11 shows four harmful races found by LR-Miner in Linux and FreeBSD. All of these races have been confirmed.

**NPD race in the FreeBSD firewire driver.** In Figure 11(a), the pointer field ir->stproc is dereferenced without holding lock in the function fw_read at Line 363. However, in many other functions, this pointer field is accessed with the lock acquired by calling FW_GLOCK, like Line 471 in the function fw_write (note that it->stproc in this function and ir->stproc in fw_read are actually identical). Thus, there is a race at Line 363. Moreover, it->stproc is checked with NULL at Line 417, namely it can be NULL, and thus ir->stproc can also be NULL at Line 363, causing a null-pointer dereference. The attacker can exploit this harmful race to crash the kernel and perform DoS attacks.

**EHB race in the Linux media driver.** In Figure 11(b), the data field dmxdev->exit is checked for error handling without holding lock in the function dvb_dvr_read at Line 271. However, in many other functions, this data field is accessed with the lock dmxdev->mutex, like Line 1456 in the function dvb_dmxdev_release. Thus, there is a race at Line 271. Meanwhile, we observe that in the function dvb_dmxdev_release, after dmxdev->exit is set to 1 at Line 1456, dvp_unregister_device is called at Line 1470 to release the data buffer used in the driver; in the function dvb_dmxdev_release, if dmxdev->exit is 0 in the error check at Line 271, dvp_dmxdev_buffer_read is subsequently called at Line 273 to read the data buffer. Thus, in a special execution order in form of Lines 1455 → 271 → 1456 → 1457 → 1470, the race can bypass the error check at Line 271 and cause that dvp_dmxdev_buffer_read is executed after dvp_unregister_device, namely the data buffer is read after being released, leading to a use-after-free vulnerability. The attacker can exploit this harmful race to corrupt the memory of data buffer and inject malicious data.

**UB race in the Linux SCSI driver.** In Figure 11(c), the data field phba->fcf.fcf_flag is checked for error handling without holding lock in the function lpfc_unregister_fcf_rescan at Line 6979. However, in many other functions, this data field is accessed with the lock phba->hbalelock, like Lines 6791, 6797, 6834 and 6942 in the function lpfc_sli4_async_fip_event. Thus, there is a race at Line 6979. Moreover, in the function lpfc_sli4_async_fip_event, there are at least four branches are directly affected by phba->fcf.fcf_flag, and thus this race can disorder the code execution to cause undefined behavior of the driver. The attacker can exploit this harmful race to interfere driver execution and perform DoS attacks.

**DF race in the Linux sound subsystem.** In Figure 11(d), the data field card->total_pcm_alloc_bytes is checked without holding lock in the function do_alloc_pages at Line 41. However, in many other functions, this data field is accessed with the lock card->memory_mutex, like Lines 62 and 63 in the function do_free_pages. Thus, there is a
We aim to compare with existing static approaches of kernel race detection, including Relay [74], RacerX [29], CPALockator [3], Goblint [73], Locksmith [64] and Lockpick [14]. We select Linux 5.17 to check, as many of them can only check old Linux kernel versions including 5.17 but excluding 6.2.

As for Relay, we build it from its source code [65] with minor modification to parse Linux 5.17 code. As for RacerX, its source code is not available, so we tried our best to implement a RacerX-like tool referring to its paper. As for CPALockator, we build it from its source code [21] based on the race detection part of CPACHECKER [20]. As for Goblint and LockSmith, we downloaded their source code from their repositories [35, 55], but encountered too many error when parsing Linux 5.17 code. We tried our best to solve these errors but failed. We contacted the authors of these approaches, and they also had no solution of these errors. As for Lockpick, it is not publicly available. Thus, we make a methodology comparison with Goblint, LockSmith and Lockpick.

Note that LR-Miner uses our field-aware mining method and alias-aware checking method to improve the accuracy of kernel race detection, as well as the function summary to improve the efficiency of data race detection. To validate the value of these three key techniques, we implement three tools by modifying LR-Miner: (1) LR-MinerFieldBoard that uses a field-based analysis when mining locking rules, without using field graph to check whether the data field and lock field are in the same structure; (2) LR-MinerKmemAlias that neglects alias relationships when detecting races with the locking rules mined by LR-Miner; (3) LR-MinerCnSum that performs inter-procedural analysis without using function summaries.

We run the three existing static approaches and three implemented tools to check Linux 5.17 with a timeout of 7 days (168h), and summarize the results in Table 4. We have the following observations from the table:

(1) LR-Miner finds all the real and harmful races found by Relay, RacerX-like and CPALockator, and it also finds more real and harmful races missed by these approaches, with a lower false positive rate. Note that Relay and RacerX-like report too many races (12,291 and 20,457) that require much manual work to check, so we randomly select 300 of them to check. We analyze the methodology of the three existing approaches according to their papers, and summarize the following reasons why LR-Miner produces better results:

Relay uses classical lockset analysis [69] to detect races by checking the intersection of locksets in different code paths, without using locking rules about kernel concurrency. Moreover, it uses flow/field-insensitive alias analysis when maintaining locksets, and neglects code-path feasibility during analysis. In comparison, LR-Miner accurately mines locking rules and detects races, with flow/field-sensitive alias analysis and SMT-based path-feasibility validation.

RacerX uses imprecise dataflow analysis that can statistically identify simple locking rules from kernel code, without checking whether the data field and lock field are in the same structure. Moreover, RacerX neglects alias relationships and code-path feasibility during analysis. Thus, RacerX produces many incorrect locking rules and false races. In comparison, LR-Miner uses field graph and considers alias relationships to more accurately mine locking rules and detect races.

CPALockator combines imprecise but fast classical lockset analysis and precise but slow model checking, without using locking rules. However, classical lockset analysis assumes that all the functions can be concurrently executed, which is actually incorrect during kernel execution [6]. More-
Table 4: Comparison results of Linux 5.17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Relay</th>
<th>RacerX-like</th>
<th>CPALockator</th>
<th>LR-Miner\textsuperscript{FieldBased}</th>
<th>LR-Miner\textsuperscript{NonAlias}</th>
<th>LR-Miner\textsuperscript{NonSum}</th>
<th>LR-Miner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Found races</td>
<td>12,291</td>
<td>20,457</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>3,171</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real races</td>
<td>8 in 300</td>
<td>6 in 300</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful races</td>
<td>4 in 300</td>
<td>3 in 300</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>1h7m</td>
<td>4h38m</td>
<td>126h15m</td>
<td>5h25m</td>
<td>5h32m</td>
<td>&gt;168h</td>
<td>5h51m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exploitability of the found harmful races. After knowing the locations of these harmful races, the attacker can intentionally trigger them by preparing the related concurrency workloads, and then can transform them into deterministic vulnerabilities like null-pointer dereferences and use-after-free issues, which can be exploited to perform DoS attacks, privilege escalation, etc. Several works [49, 82, 86] have explored the vulnerability exploitation of such harmful races.

Limitations and future works. First, LR-Miner still reports some false results due to neglecting bit vectors in structures, omitting special assertions about locks, etc. Thus, we plan to handle these cases in LR-Miner to further reduce false positives. Second, LR-Miner fails to handle special locks, like RCU and customized locks (including reference counts, condition variables, etc), so it may miss some races involving these locks. Thus, we plan to study the usage of these special locks, and improve LR-Miner to detect the related races. Third, LR-Miner detects races caused by missing lock protection at present, and fails to detect races involving non-lock concurrency mechanisms like wait queue and completion mechanisms. Thus, we plan to improve LR-Miner to support the analysis of these mechanisms and detect the related races. Fourth, LR-Miner just considers the sequential propagation of racy variables in harmful estimation, without checking their concurrent propagation across different functions, and thus may introduce some inaccuracy. To solve this problem, we plan to analyze possible thread interleavings and check the related concurrent propagation, to improve the accuracy of harmful estimation. Finally, besides races, we plan to extend LR-Miner to detect other concurrency issues in OS kernels.

6 Discussion

Field graph. LR-Miner exploits field graph to conveniently describe the relation between each data field and lock field in structures. Compared to existing field-based analysis [12, 31, 68] that uses just structure type and field name to identify aliased structure fields, LR-Miner can achieve better accuracy in lockset analysis by using field graph.

Exploitation of the found harmful races. After knowing the locations of these harmful races, the attacker can intentionally trigger them by preparing the related concurrency workloads, and then can transform them into deterministic vulnerabilities like null-pointer dereferences and use-after-free issues, which can be exploited to perform DoS attacks, privilege escalation, etc. Several works [49, 82, 86] have explored the vulnerability exploitation of such harmful races.

Limitations and future works. First, LR-Miner still reports some false results due to neglecting bit vectors in structures, omitting special assertions about locks, etc. Thus, we plan to handle these cases in LR-Miner to further reduce false positives. Second, LR-Miner fails to handle special locks, like RCU and customized locks (including reference counts, condition variables, etc), so it may miss some races involving these locks. Thus, we plan to study the usage of these special locks, and improve LR-Miner to detect the related races. Third, LR-Miner detects races caused by missing lock protection at present, and fails to detect races involving non-lock concurrency mechanisms like wait queue and completion mechanisms. Thus, we plan to improve LR-Miner to support the analysis of these mechanisms and detect the related races. Fourth, LR-Miner just considers the sequential propagation of racy variables in harmful estimation, without checking their concurrent propagation across different functions, and thus may introduce some inaccuracy. To solve this problem, we plan to analyze possible thread interleavings and check the related concurrent propagation, to improve the accuracy of harmful estimation. Finally, besides races, we plan to extend LR-Miner to detect other concurrency issues in OS kernels.

7 Related Work

Dynamic race detection. Many dynamic approaches detect races based on address watchpoint [30, 40, 46], lockset analysis [4,16,66,69,87], happens-before relation [11,13,33,50,83],
or hybrid of them [28, 47, 48, 72, 78]. However, these approaches require the tested program to actually cover different thread interleavings for deep race detection. To solve this problem, several dynamic approaches [15, 36, 39, 42, 79] introduce coverage-guided fuzzing into race detection. These approaches automatically control thread scheduling or inject random delays, guided by new concurrency metrics that reflect the covered thread interleavings during program execution. Despite using concurrency fuzzing, these approaches still miss some program code and infrequent thread interleavings, due to limited test cases and testing time, causing many real races to be missed.

Different from the above approaches, LockDoc [54] first analyzes kernel execution traces to identify locking rules, and then detects the violations of these rules as kernel races. However, identical to the above approaches, LockDoc also suffers from limited code coverage of kernel execution, and thus it misses many execution situations for the analyzed traces, which affects the accuracy of the mined locking rules.

Different from LockDoc, LR-Miner statically analyzes kernel source code, to conveniently handle many more possible execution situations, without actual kernel execution. Due to higher analysis coverage, LR-Miner can achieve better accuracy of locking-rule mining to benefit race detection and detect more kernel races.

**Static race detection.** Many static approaches [1, 2, 10, 31, 32, 43, 52, 61, 70] focus on race detection in user-level applications. Indeed, different from applications actively executing code, kernel code is often passively executed via system calls invoked by upper-level applications [9, 67]. Thus, kernel concurrency is actually caused by application concurrency in many cases, without having explicit operations of thread creation and termination like applications do. However, these approaches require such thread operations to perform concurrency analysis, and thus they cannot effectively check kernel code to perform static race detection.

A few static approaches [3, 14, 29, 64, 73, 74] can detect kernel races, based on the assumption that all the functions can be concurrently executed or using the user’s annotations about code concurrency. As this assumption is actually incorrect during kernel execution and the inexperienced user can provide wrong annotations, these approaches can report many false races. Moreover, some of these approaches [29, 64, 74] use inaccurate lockset analysis that neglects field information about accessed variables and protected locks, which can produce many false results. Besides, these approaches fail to estimate the security impact of the found races. In comparison, LR-Miner mines locking rules and detects races with precise field information and alias relationships, without concurrency assumption or user annotation, so it can achieve better accuracy in race detection. Besides, LR-Miner identifies harmful races, according to representative patterns that can cause security problems.

8 Conclusion

We design a novel static analysis approach named LR-Miner, to detect races in OS kernels by mining locking rules from kernel code. Among the found races, it can identify harmful ones, according to representative patterns that can cause security problems. In the evaluation on Linux and FreeBSD, LR-Miner finds 306 real races, 200 of which are estimated to be harmful. 61 of the harmful races have been confirmed. In experimental comparison to existing approaches, LR-Miner finds more real races with better accuracy. LR-Miner is available on https://sites.google.com/view/LR-Miner/.
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